still a positive sign that the big players are acknowledging that social networking is about bringing folks together online, not confining them inside. Recently, Facebook announced that it will let its users push their bio information out to other sites such as eBay, Photobucket, Twitter, and Yahoo. Not to be outdone, MySpace has decided to follow suit. The major social networking sites are very aware of such frustrations, and are taking steps to increase their ability to interact with one another. MySpace now allows users to import their blog URLs, and Facebook has increased its integration with Twitter. MySpace recently announced that it will allow users to push their bio information out to other sites such as eBay, Photobucket, Twitter, and Yahoo. Not to be outdone, Facebook has also increased its integration with Twitter, allowing users to post their updates directly to Twitter. MySpace and Facebook are also working on integrating with other social networking sites, making it easier for users to share information across multiple networks. The major social networking sites are very aware of the frustration that users feel when they have to navigate different sites to view their friends' updates. To address this issue, MySpace has introduced a new feature that allows users to view all of their friends' updates in one place, regardless of which site they are on. Facebook has also introduced a feature that allows users to see all of their friends' updates on the same page, making it easier to keep track of what's happening with their friends. The major social networking sites are also aware of the increasing amount of spam and unsolicited messages that users are receiving. To address this issue, MySpace has introduced a new feature that allows users to block spam messages, and Facebook has increased its efforts to combat spam. The major social networking sites are very aware of the increasing amount of spam and unsolicited messages that users are receiving. To address this issue, MySpace has introduced a new feature that allows users to block spam messages, and Facebook has increased its efforts to combat spam. The major social networking sites are very aware of the increasing amount of spam and unsolicited messages that users are receiving. To address this issue, MySpace has introduced a new feature that allows users to block spam messages, and Facebook has increased its efforts to combat spam.